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ABSTRACT

With the advent of long-acting anti-vascular endothelial

growth factor substances, “healing of AMD (age-related mac-

ular degeneration)” might be easily assumed due to pro-

longed treatment intervals. Adoption of the oncological con-

cept of minimal residual disease for quiescent choroidal neo-

vascularization (CNV) lesions might enhance the importance

of continued monitoring, and spur research into the core of

the disease, i.e., CNV biology.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Mit der Zulassung langwirksamer Anti-VEGF-Substanzen

könnte in Zukunft der Eindruck beim Patienten entstehen,

eine neovaskuläre altersbedingte Makuladegeneration sei

„geheilt“, da lange Intervalle zwischen den einzelnen Behand-

lungen Realität geworden sind. Die Einführung des onkologi-

schen Konzeptes „Minimal residual Disease“ (MRD) könnte

hier die Bedeutung quiescenter, unter Behandlung nicht exsu-

dativer choroidaler Neovaskularisationen wieder mehr in den

Fokus rücken, um auf die Wichtigkeit des langfristigen Krank-

heitsmonitorings hinzuweisen.

Minimal Residual Disease in Neovascular Age-Related
Macular Degeneration

Minimal Residual Disease bei altersbedingter Makuladegeneration
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Article published online: 2021-04-14
Dear Editor,
In any oncologic treatment, the ultimate goal of therapy is to

heal the patient by eliminating every single tumor cell of the ma-
lignancy involved. Due to the inability to screen for treatment ef-
ficacy at a cellular level, complete eradication of tumor cells, how-
ever, cannot be proven. As a substitute, complete remission (CR)
is being widely used as another ultimate goal of therapy, defined
as a total absence of tumor mass on sensitive radiologic imaging
(e.g., CT, MRI, or PET/CT) or histology (e.g., cellular morphology
on blood smear in leukemia) [1]. As a major shortcoming, the
concept of CR, however, cannot completely exclude future recur-
700 Siedlecki J et al. Minimal Residual Disea
rence, as even one single remaining malignant cell can theoreti-
cally induce tumor regrowth.

To explain the discrepancy between clinical/radiographic CR
and the immediate reality of relapse, the term minimal residual
disease (MRD) has been introduced. MRD is defined as the resid-
uum of cancer cells remaining in the human body in spite of suc-
cessful treatment inducing CR, freeing the patient from symp-
toms and making the tumor “disappear” on conventional clinical
testing, although malignancy still persists in a very low, often un-
detectable quantity [1]. In medical oncology, MRD is then sub-
divided into undetectable MRD (uMRD) and MRD where uMRD is
se… Klin Monatsbl Augenheilkd 2021; 238: 700–702 | © 2021. Thieme. All rights reserved.
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the disease that is present at a level lower than can be found by
present methods of detection.

Beyond its philosophical aspect explaining recurrence in spite
of CR, the concept of MRD is a result of the continuous struggle
to improve sensitivity in screening for residual tumor traces. As a
term, MRD was first described in leukemia, defined as a state of
disease only detectable by laboratory techniques more sensitive
than the previous state-of-the-art assessment of cellular morphol-
ogy, i.e., using novel tools like flow cytometry or polymerase chain
reaction [2]. Therefore, the final implicit answers to pivotal ques-
tions of disease control might be strongly dependent on the sen-
sitivity of the test screening for MRD: Is the tumor completely
eradicated? What is the prognosis of the patient, especially con-
cerning recurrence? Which changes during disease monitoring
should warrant additional treatment?

Recently, Stacey and Pulido have advocated the use of the term
minimal residual disease in ocular oncology [3]. In ocular oncol-
ogy, MRD is now proposed to be used for the rare cells in the vit-
reous that can be present following intensive treatment of the eye
in vitreoretinal lymphoma [3]. In uveal melanoma it has been pro-
posed as the term for patients where an eye has been treated and
imaging does not show detectable disease [3].

But even beyond oncology, recent technological advances in
ocular imaging have strikingly disrupted the pathophysiological
understanding of retinal disease so profoundly that parallels can
easily be drawn between the advent of flow cytometry in leuke-
mia diagnostics, necessitating the new term of MRD, and the mul-
timodal detection of subclinical, asymptomatic disease features
previously going unnoticed on a regular dilated fundus exam,
now warranting the clinicianʼs attention to assess their (future)
significance. For example, Gantner et al. have recently shown that
relatives of patients with telangiectasia macular II (MacTel II) ex-
hibit specific pathologic phenotypes of MacTel II as seen on fluo-
rescence lifetime imaging ophthalmoscopy, although the patients
neither show symptoms nor exhibit specific findings suggestive of
the disease on standard retinal imaging [4]. Additionally, in regard
to the concept of MRD, Querques et al., using fluorescein angiog-
raphy (FA), and Carnevali et al., using optical coherence tomogra-
phy (OCT) angiography, have recently described the detection of
choroidal neovascularization (CNV) lesions that neither show ac-
tive exudation on FA nor any fluid on OCT, be it sub-RPE, sub- or
intraretinal [5, 6]. Nevertheless, these asymptomatic, non-exuda-
tive seemingly quiescent CNVs show biological activity by subse-
quent lesion growth [7] and can, moreover, convert into actively
exudative lesions requiring anti-vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) treatment [8]. With the increasing availability of OCT angi-
ography worldwide, it has become evident that these subclinical
lesions are much more frequent than previously estimated.

In any anti-VEGF treatment for neovascular age-related macu-
lar degeneration (nAMD), the ultimate goal is to heal the patient
by “drying” the macula, i.e., achieve inactivation of the underlying
CNV, and thus prevent macular fluid, hemorrhage, and fibrosis. It
is well known that due to the astounding chronicity of CNV in
nAMD, anti-VEGF treatment has to be applied over years with
variable time frames between last injection and relapse on OCT
[9–11]. Of course, some patients will develop significant visually
disabling fibrosis and atrophy, which seem to inactivate previous
Siedlecki J et al. Minimal Residual Disease… Klin Monatsbl Augenheilkd 2021; 238: 700–702 | ©
CNV lesions, and treatment will eventually be stopped in these pa-
tients. On the other hand, some patients will maintain a “dry mac-
ula”without further treatment after a variable amount of previous
injections, suggesting that “nAMD has been healed”. For these
patients, various “stop” protocols have been suggested, imple-
mented in established “treat and extend” regimens [9–11]. While
some authorsʼ stop therapy after patients maintain a dry macula
after the first 12-week interval [9], others suggest demanding
three consecutive 12-week intervals without reactivation on OCT
[10], and others even suggest three consecutive 16-week inter-
vals [11].

So, are these patients healed? Unfortunately, as tumors show
recurrence, nAMD relapses recur even after the most demanding
treat and extend stop protocol. Nguyen et al., stopping treatment
after the first successful 12-week interval, reported recurrence of
lesion activity on OCT in 41% of eyes in the first year, a percentage
that rises to 79% at year 5, with a median time to reactivation of
1.38 years [9]. Adrean et al., stopping treatment after three suc-
cessful 12-week intervals, reported a 29.4% recurrence rate after
a mean of 1.2 years [10]. Arendt et al., stopping after three suc-
cessful 16-week intervals, reported a 13% recurrence rate after a
mean of 0.7 years [11].

According to these data, patients have to be informed that
after stopping current anti-VEGF substances for nAMD, their like-
lihood of disease reactivation can be up to 80% in 5 years – which
is a number that is worse than some cancer recurrence rates at
5 years [12]. Miere et al. have recently shown that up to 94% of
fibrotic macular lesions after CNV treatment show residual flow
on OCT angiography [13], while Capuano et al. suggest that the
prevalence of CNV even in late-stage geographic atrophy seems
to be much higher than previously thought [8].

The same way we adopted anti-VEGF treatment from oncolo-
gists 13 years ago, it might be time to also translate their termi-
nology into our specialty of ophthalmology. The term minimal re-
sidual disease fits with the concept that CNV lesions persist in
spite of years-long treatment, and, in spite of the absence of
CNV activity on OCT. These residual CNV membranes have a risk
of reactivation, damaging visual acuity to an extent that might
not be improved by resumption of therapy. In the study by
Nguyen et al., a mean loss of 4.2 letters is reported secondary to
disease reactivation after the first treatment regimen [9].
Although these eyes regained 1.2 letters at 12 months, the net
loss due to reactivation was 3.3 letters [9].

Are these patients with recurrence treated too late? If we
translate the concept of CR into our setting, CR represents the ab-
sence of disease activity, mostly fluid, on OCT, and this is the cur-
rent stimulus to reinitiate treatment. If we wait for CR to resume
treatment, are we allowing the induction of damage before we
reinject?

As many authors suggest, monitoring patients following the
cessation of treatment to resume treatment is essential [9–11].
The concept then that the CNV is still present as MRD might be
an important new concept for the retina specialist as well as for
educating the patient. The same way that quiescent tumor cells
can resume proliferating, quiescent endothelial cells in CNV might
react to a changing milieu by resuming migration, proliferation,
7012021. Thieme. All rights reserved.
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and tube formation, thus reactivating leakage and destructive
growth.

In oncology, directly targeting MRD has been shown to im-
prove outcomes compared to waiting for a failure of CR, i.e, tumor
recurrence on radiologic imaging [1]. If we as ophthalmologists
seek to improve our outcomes, it might be reasonable to develop
methods to screen for MRD prior to exudation, allowing for treat-
ment before destructive growth and leakage can commence.

Actively sprouting neovessels can now be distinguished from
matured, established lesions [14]. To date, OCT angiography is,
however, still failing to provide easily recognizable biomarkers
predicting CNV activity, which ultimately results in fluid on OCT.
To improve long-term outcomes, technical improvements as well
as explorative prospective studies are warranted to take CNV out
of the black box of MRD and improve the understanding of its
biology.

Quiescent, non-exudative CNV might promote protection
against the progression of macular atrophy [15]. With this new
approach, accepting and modulating CNV as MRD to hinder de-
structive growth, but foster trophic effects, will probably become
an important future direction in the treatment of nAMD, in which
OCT angiography or newer modalities will hopefully play a deci-
sive role.

Longer-acting anti-VEGF substances prolonging the interval
between injections are being approved and patients and care-
givers might be tempted to more easily assume the disease has
been healed, merely because the interval between injections can
be extended beyond a few months. With the concept of CNV as
MRD in mind, it will be the ophthalmologistʼs duty to educate pa-
tients about the chronicity of their disease, their MRD they are in-
voluntarily carrying, and the importance of compliance to main-
tain the visual acuity gains introduced by the short-acting anti-
VEGF substance revolution also in this new, long-acting anti-VEGF
evolution. On the other hand, it will be our duty to improve exist-
ing technology and invent new methods to monitor MRD, pre-
venting regrowth and exudation before photoreceptors are dam-
aged, and thereby favorably guide MRD in AMD. As we push the
limits for now and in the future, it is worth continuing to squeeze
down nAMD MRD further to the very limit where we will be ac-
tually able to tell a patient that they have truly been cured.
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